
 
     MULAN is a January, 2016 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the 

Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of 

that dvd film. 

 

9 of a possible 20 points                                                                                       ** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

 

United States   color   88 minutes   feature animation   Walt Disney Pictures 

Producers: Pam Coats, Kendra Haaland, Robert Garber 

Points: 

             Co-Direction: Barry Cook and Tony Bancroft 

0           Editing: Michael Kelly, Wiliam Caparella, James Melton 

2           Animation Camera: Karen Sickles, John Aardal, John Derderian, John Bender,  

                                                  Jennie Kepenek Mouzis, John Cunningham, Marten Kaufman 

1           Lighting: Terry Claborn           

              Special Effects: David Tidgwell, David “Joey” Mildenberger, Eric Guaglione,  

              Rob Bekuhrs, Darlene Hadrika, Guner Behich, others 

0            Screenplay: Rita Hsiao, Christopher Sanders, Philip Lazebnik, Raymond Singer, 

              Story: Christopher Sanders based on a story by Robert D. San Souci 

              Story Co-Head: Dean DeBlois 

              Music Editors: Tom Kramer, Kathleen Fogarty-Bennett    

              Music Mixers: Frank Wolf, Bruce Botnick 

              Music Recording: Frank Wolf, Bruce Botnick 

1            Music: Jerry Goldsmith, Matthew Walker (songs)     Lyrics: David Zippel 

              Orchestrator: Alexander Courage     Vocal Arrangements: Matthew Wilder 

              Songs: “Reflection,” “True To Your Heart,” “Honor To Us All,”  

              “I’ll Make A Man Out Of You,” “A Girl Worth Fighting For” 

              Art Direction: Ric Sluitor     Artistic Coordinator: Jeff Dutton 



1            Production Design: Hans Bacher 

              Character Design: Chen-Yi Chang 

              Backgrounds: Robert Stanton, Sunny Apinchapong 

              Layouts: Robert Walker, Tom Shannon, Scott Caple, Andrew Hickson 

2            Animation: Ruben Aquino, Joe Haidar, Tom Bancroft, Aaron Blaise, Broose Johnson, 

              Pres Antonio Romanillos, Alex Kupershmidt, Jeffrey Varab, Brian Ferguson,  

              Shawn Keller, T. Daniel Hofstedt, Barry Temple 

              Computer Animation: Eric Guaglione, Rob Berkuhrs, others 

              Character Animation: Mark Henn (Supervisor), Anthony Wayne Michaels,  

              James Young Jackson, others 

1            Sound Design: Lon Bender 

              Sound Editors: Bryan Bowen, Michael Tempo, Peter Lehman, Martin Lopez, Dan Rich, 

               Christopher Assells 

        Sound Effects: Kelly Oxford, Jim Moriana, Katherine Harper, Chris Hogan, Linda Lew 

        Sound Recording: Vince Caro, Scott Webber, Steve Kohler 

        Dialogue Mixing: Doc Kane, Curt Schulkey (Supervisor) 

        Sound Remixing / Rerecording: Terry Porter, Mel Metcalfe, Dean Zupancic 

        Voices Casting: Ruth Lambert 

1             Voices Cast (Voice Acting) 

0             Creativity 

9 total points 

 

Voices Cast: Ming-Na Wen (Mulan), Soon-Tek Oh (Fa Zhou), Lea Salonga  

(singing voice of Mulan), B. D. Wong (Captain Li Shang), Donny Osmond 

(singing voice of Captain Li Shang), Freda Foh Shen (Fa Li, Mulan’s mom), 

Eddie Murphy (Mushu, a lizard), Harvey Fierstein (Yao), George Takei (First Ancestor), 

Jerry Tondo (Chien Po), Gedde Watanabe (Ling), Matthew Wilder (singing voice of Ling), 

Miguel Ferrer (Shan-Yu), Frank Welker (Khan, Mulan’s horse, and Cri-Kee, the lucky cricket), 

James Shigeta (General Li), Pat Morita (The Emperor), James Hong  

(Chi Fu, the Emperor’s counselor), June Foray (Grandmother Fa), Miriam Margolyes  

(The Matchmaker), Marni Nixon (singing voice of Grandmother Fa), Mark Mosely 

(Mushu’s singing voice), Chris Sanders (Little Brother) 

 

     Not one of Walt Disney Studios’ better animations, MULAN attempts to elevate a 

legendary Chinese warrior princess of Confucian persuasion to the status of an Oriental 

Jeanne d’Arc. 

     This fails for several reasons: a screenplay mired in racy jokes tailored for Eddie Murphy, a 

complete absence of obvious piety in the screen heroine, and sparsely detailed historical 



background. While some deficiencies are direct consequences of minimal source material, 

others reflect overriding concern to promote feminist empowerment. Voice casting of 

Oriental actors is diluted by imposed non-Oriental pop stars, giving a decidedly cosmopolitan 

twist to dialogues. Small children won’t care, but this is abrasive to adult sensibilities.  

     Cobbling together traditional pentatonic music with African-based rhythms creates a 

World Music mélange eradicating regional atmosphere. Alexander Courage’s suspenseful 

orchestrations conjure suspense and attempt to supply at least traces of Chinese music. 

Songs composed by Matthew Wilder pull in a different direction, being rooted in current 

Western pop.  

     Similarly, racy quips by completely fictitious and utterly unnecessary animal characters 

move the plot from historical revisionism to unpersuasive fantasy. A ferocious woman 

warrior becomes her army’s feeble, uncoordinated mascot, more comic entertainer than 

leader. Her saving grace is doggedness, a virtue that can cut both ways. No mention is made 

of Mulan’s vanquishing of her father in a combat to determine which should join the army. Of 

course, such a struggle is anti-Confucian. It therefore must be omitted.  

     For details about the real Mulan, please visit the Mulan entry of Wikipedia, 

www.distinguishedwomen.com and The Ancient Standard’s website at ancientstandard.com/ 

2011/06/17/the-real-story-of-mulan.  

     When northern China is attacked by Hun raiders sometime around the fifth century of the 

Christian Era, eighteen-year-old Mulan rides to join an army of defenders in place of her old 

and feeble father. Little Brother is only a toddler, as unfit for military action as Mulan’s 

elderly dad. His sibling’s decision eliminates possible marriage between heroine and eligible 

aristocratic bachelors. Unless she envisioned entry to an army as broadening the pool of 

potential suitors.  

     Mulan’s initial experiences are those of a buffoon, one of many prominent among new 

Chinese recruits. Jokes and pratfalls abound, frustrating young captain Li Shang, who wants 

to make a favorable impression on both his father, General Li, and the Emperor. Disguised as 

a male named Ping, a deception abetted by Mulan’s wearing her father’s armor, the heroine 

quickly makes herself camp goat, inadvertently breaching discipline and maddening her 

commander.  

     She redeems herself, most improbably, by becoming the first soldier to shimmy up a pole 

and retrieve an axe at its top. This makes her a secondary troop leader, assuring comrades 

will begin to curry favor with surprisingly gifted climber. 

     To give her leader a chance to prove his mettle in actual combat, Mulan and two animal 

accomplices draft a fake order from General Li asking for reinforcements at a mountain pass. 

This fraud succeeds. Li Shang sets out for the designated meeting-place, his army steeling 

itself with dreams of female conquests. Pleasant distractions come to an abrupt end when 

http://www.distinguishedwomen.com/


the army reaches a village destroyed by the Huns. Only a discarded doll remains to indicate 

humans once resided there. 

     With revenge uppermost in minds, Mulan and comrades march subdued to the mountains. 

There they challenge Shan-Yu’s veteran army and are facing a rout when Mulan grabs one 

remaining cannon, dashes forward despite deep snow, and launches a rocket over the heads 

of enemies. It explodes against an overhanging pinnacle, sending an avalanche rushing down 

on the Huns. Temporarily buried, they appear defeated and astounded. Mulan is feted as the 

savior of China. But she has been wounded. In the course of treatment, her sex is discovered. 

Adulation turns to rejection. Can Mulan recover lost prestige? 

     Animation, particularly in battle scenes, is impressively articulated and flowing, even 

presaging the notable climax above Helm’s Deep in THE TWO TOWERS. To a limited extent it 

masks clumsy editing that erases any sense of passing time. Events occur, not due to cause 

and effect, but in a rushed parade between Mushu one-liners. 

     Voice acting and character design are adequate, without any standout achievements. 

Competent lighting and sound recording make for clarity of narrative, a situation exposing 

thinness of theme and flagrantly stereotyped characters. The depiction of imperial counselor 

Chi Fu as a self-serving pipsqueak troublemaker is particularly annoying, though Shan-Yu’s 

hulking inflated ubiquity and arrogance run a close second. 

     Five songs are interjected into the narrative. None contain memorable melodies, profound 

lyrics, or striking harmonies. All fail to reveal character, advance action, or inspire reflection.  

     Hans Bacher and Ric Sluiter supervised creation of a delicately delineated ancient China. 

Attempting, seemingly, to recreate the traditional style of Chinese pen-and-ink brushstroke 

renditions of landscapes, they succeed only sporadically. This is partly due to the impossibility 

of foregrounding significant human figures against imposing backdrops, a contradiction 

eventually resolved by replacing static forms with streaking animation. Velocity overpowers 

mass. 

     Since neither history nor character development is well served by MULAN, it’s yet another 

bead in a string of post-LION KING disappointments from Disney Studios. Lacking the spiritual 

depth of Jeanne d’Arc and the educated opportunism of Zenobia, Mulan is more token 

female superheroine of the comic book variety than human role model. Her story in this 

movie merely reflects contemporary female liberation philosophy, conveniently attaching it 

to an exotic legend. 

     Though rated G by the MPAA, due to its violence and sex banter MULAN is appropriate 

viewing only for undiscriminating middle school children. It is not objective history and only 

fair entertainment, hobbled by anachronistic slang and superficial characterization. 

     Do your family a favor and acquaint them instead with an animated version of Joan of 

Arc’s career. It’s much more inspiring and grounded in historical record.       


